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A sex position coloring book for adults is a fun way to explore some variety in your sex life, while
accessing your artistic side. Having a coloring book permits for an intimate and up close view of the
many various and delightful sex positions while you color within, or if you feel like it outside of, the
lines. Taking time to fill in the pictorials will better aid you in remembering the positions that are
available when it comes time.
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This book will not allow you to express yourself artistically for a number of reasons. The first thing
you will notice just by flipping through it is that the drawings are the crudest possible. They are
drawn like stick figures or balloon animals with no detail whatsoever. At all. This book if you
bothered to color it at all would be strictly filling in the open space inside the blob of a drawing with
one color; as there is no line work here to use different colors. The thickness and quality of the
paper is also questionable so forget about using markers or layered colored pencils. Cannot
recommend this book as it's a good idea but poorly executed. The detail shown on the cover is not
carried to the drawings inside the book.

I ordered about a dozen coloring books recently, and am far and away the least happy with this one.
While there was no option to flip through a few sample pages like there were with the majority of the
others, the cover art led me to assume that there would be artwork to color. The thing is, it appears
that the artist that compiled this book originally had a lucrative career designing public restroom

signs, but then he lost his virginity and merged his dual passion of figures devoid of human features
and frat-brand-stupid position names. It is SO disappointing, and as the other reviewer noted, there
aren't any detail lines or backgrounds, so once you color the single gumby-like knot of limbs, you're
done.

God-awful book. The cover is a lie. If you want a coloring book of vague lego people shaped objects
in semi-suggestive positions, then perhaps you'll get past the first page. I didn't know that you could
sell something like this and call it a coloring book. This is stenciled blob things doing stenciled blob
activities. The drawing lines are inconsistent. It's the absolutely the worst coloring book I've ever
seen. Free would still be too expensive.

I was expecting the inside to be as intricate and detailed as on the cover, but when i opened it, all i
got were pages of what seem look like "balloon people". The only 'detail" it had was letting you know
which one was the woman.

Thought this would be pretty funny plus - yay coloring! It's kind of funny at best, and even though it's
theoretically a coloring book, it's just lazily drawn blobs. No fun. And it looks like 5 different people
drew the outlines in completely different styles (though, all blobs.)

Do not get this at all. The pictures aren't anything like the cover. They're basically stick men figures
and not detailed at all.I give it a 1 out of 5 but I'd give it a zero if it was based on writing a review

While this book does display quite a bit about sexual positions for intercourse, It would be better if
you simply bought a coloring book with the "Kama Sutra" positions, if such a coloring book were
offered.Most of the illustrations in this book would be suitable for teaching children in a sex
education class.

Altho it WAS bought as a funny gift for a friend, it was incredibly disappointing. I'm sure my friend
will still get a kick out of it, but I wish I would've read the reviews first...
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